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Abstract

We investigate the effect of incorporat-
ing syntactic information into a word-
completion algorithm. We introduce
two new algorithms that combine part-
of-speech tag trigrams with word bi-
grams, and evaluate them with a test-
bench constructed for the purpose. The
results show a small but statistically sig-
nificant improvement in keystroke sav-
ings for one of our algorithms over base-
lines that use only wordn-grams.

1 Introduction

A word-completionutility facilitates the typing of
text by a user with physical or cognitive disabil-
ities. As the user enters each keystroke, the pro-
gram displays a list of the most likely completions
of the partially typed word. As the user continues
to enter letters, the program updates the sugges-
tion list accordingly. If the intended word is in the
list, the user can select it with a single keystroke
or mouse-click. For a user with physical disabil-
ities, for whom each keystroke is an effort, this
saves time and energy; for a user with cognitive
disabilities, this can assist in the composition of
well-formed text. A number of word-completion
utilities are available commercially; but their sug-
gestions, which are based onn-gram frequencies,
are often syntactically or semantically implausi-
ble, excluding more-plausible but lower-frequency
possibilities from the list. This can be particu-
larly problematic for users with certain cognitive
disabilities, such as dyslexia, who often are easily
confused by inappropriate suggestions.

In this study, we explore the addition of syn-
tactic information to word completion, developing
new algorithms in which the part-of-speech tags
of words are used in addition to the words them-
selves to improve the accuracy of the suggestions.
We hypothesize that this will reduce the likelihood
of suggesting words that are syntactically inappro-
priate in context and hence will result in greater
savings. Details not presented here are given by
Fazly (2002).

2 Related work

Early word-completion programs, mostly devel-
oped in the 1980s, were based on very sim-
ple language models. They suggest high-
frequency words that match the partially typed
word, and ignore all the previous context;
e.g., Swiffin et al. (1985). To provide more-
appropriate suggestions, some programs look at
a larger context by exploiting word bigram or
trigram language models. WordQ (Nantais et
al., 2001; Shein et al., 2001), developed at the
Bloorview MacMillan Children’s Centre, Toronto,
Profet(Carlberger et al., 1997a, 1997b), and a pro-
gram by Bentrup (1987) are statistical and adap-
tive programs that incorporaten-gram language
models. These programs employ information on
the user’s recency and frequency of use of each
word to adapt to the user’s typing behaviour.

The research closest to ours here is perhaps
that of VanDyke (1991), Wood (1996), and
Garay-Vitoria and Gonzalez-Abascal (1997), who
employed parsers, requiring a considerable
amount of work to reparse the partial input
sentence every time a new word is completed by
the user. Carlberger et al. (1997b) incorporate
part-of-speech tag information about words. They



first obtain a probability estimate for the tag of
the next word and then suggest words using this
probability estimation and word bigram models.
Copestake (1997) used the part-of-speech tag
bigrams collected from a small and unbalanced
corpus, along with word recency information.
She compared the results with that of a simple
frequency-based algorithm.

FASTY, a multilingual word-prediction system
(Matiasek et al., 2002), and a prediction sys-
tem for Spanish developed by Palazuelos (2001),
both exploit syntactic knowledge in the form of
part-of-speech tag statistics and grammar.FASTY
uses collocation-based statistics to include long-
distance relationships among words; it is mostly
concerned with the prediction of nominal com-
pounds (e.g., in German). Palazuelos’s system is
designed for Spanish and hence direct comparison
with our results below is not possible.

In this work, we introduce several new word-
completion algorithms that exploit part-of-speech
tag information about words, and we employ a
large, balanced corpus for training. And unlike
most previous work that used only one perfor-
mance measure, we introduce a number of mea-
sures to evaluate and compare different algorithms
in different experimental conditions.

3 Word-completion algorithms

Suppose the user is typing a sentence and the fol-
lowing sequence has been entered so far:

: : : wi�2wi�1wiprefix

wherewi�2 andwi�1 are the most recently com-
pleted words, andwiprefix is a partially typed word.
LetW be the set of all words in the lexicon that be-
gin with the prefixwiprefix. A word-completion al-
gorithm attempts to select then most-appropriate
words fromW that are likely to be the user’s in-
tended word, wheren is usually between 1 and 10.
The general approach is to estimate the probabil-
ity of each candidate wordwi 2W being the user’s
intended word, given the context.

3.1 Baselines: Unigram, Bigram, and WordQ

The Unigram algorithm simply suggests then
highest frequency words ofW. The Bigram al-

gorithm instead uses an estimation of the bigram
probability P(wi jwi�1) to select the most likely
words for the desired sentence position. These are
our baseline algorithms. In addition, we compare
our results with the adaptiven-gram algorithm of
WordQ.

3.2 Syntactic algorithms

We introduce two algorithms—Tags-and-Words
and Linear Combination—that use part-of-speech
tag information in addition to wordn-grams in or-
der to maximize the likelihood of syntactic appro-
priateness of the suggestions. Both algorithms as-
sume the presence of a part-of-speech tagger that
annotates words with their most likely part-of-
speech tags incrementally as the user types them
in. In different ways, each attempts to estimate the
probability P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2), wheret j is the
part-of-speech tag of wordwj . These algorithms
are described in more detail in the following sec-
tions. (We also tried an algorithm that used only
part-of-speech tags; its performance was inferior
to that of the Bigram algorithm; see Fazly (2002).)

3.2.1 Tags and Words

The Tags-and-Words algorithm combines
tag trigrams and word bigrams in a single
model. This algorithm estimates the probability
P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2) with the following formula:

P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

= ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(wi; ti jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

= ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(wi jwi�1; ti; ti�1; ti�2)

�P(ti jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

� ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(wi jwi�1; ti)�P(ti j ti�1; ti�2) ;

whereT(wi) is the set of possible part-of-speech
tags forwi .

The conditional independence assumptions
among random variablesti�2, ti�1, ti, wi�1, and
wi are depicted in a Bayesian network in Figure 1.
Applying these conditional independence assump-
tions, the desired probability can be estimated by
the formula above.
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Figure 1: Bayesian network of conditional inde-
pendence between words and part-of-speech tags.

To estimateP(wi jwi�1; ti), we first rewrite it us-
ing Bayes’s rule:

P(wi jwi�1; ti)

=
P(wi�1; ti jwi)�P(wi)

P(wi�1; ti)

=
P(wi�1jwi ; ti)�P(ti jwi)�P(wi)

P(wi�1; ti)

�
P(wi�1jwi)�P(ti jwi)�P(wi)

P(wi�1; ti)

P(wi�1; ti) and P(wi�1jwi) are then rewritten
using Bayes’s rule andP(ti jwi�1) is replaced by
P(ti) assuming the conditional independence ofti
andwi�1 giventi�1:

P(wi jwi�1; ti)

�
P(wi jwi�1)�P(wi�1)�P(ti jwi)�P(wi)

P(wi)�P(ti jwi�1)�P(wi�1)

�
P(wi jwi�1)�P(ti jwi)

P(ti)

The likelihood of a candidate wordwi thus can
be estimated by the following formula:

P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

= ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(wi; ti jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

� ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(wi jwi�1)�P(ti jwi)�P(ti j ti�1; ti�2)

P(ti)

= P(wi jwi�1)� ∑
ti2T(wi)

P(ti jwi)�P(ti j ti�1; ti�2)

P(ti)

3.2.2 Linear Combination

The Linear Combination algorithm combines
two models: tag trigram and word bigram. In the
first model, we attempt to find the most likely part-
of-speech tag for the current position according
to the two previous part-of-speech tags, and then
look for words that have the highest probability of
being in the current position given the most likely
tag for this position and the previous word. The
second model is the simple Bigram model. The
final probability is a weighted combination of the
two models:

P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2)

= α�P(wi jwi�1)+(1�α)
� max

ti2T(wi)
[P(wi j ti)�P(ti j ti�1 ; ti�2)];

where 0� α � 1 is the coefficient of the linear
combination that weights both factors of the prob-
ability estimation. An important issue in this ap-
proach is finding the optimal value ofα, which
must be determined experimentally.

4 Experimental methodology

4.1 Corpus

We used the British National Corpus World Edi-
tion (BNC) (Burnard, 2000), a corpus of English
texts from different eras and different genres that
has been tagged by the Constituent Likelihood Au-
tomatic Word-tagging System (CLAWS) using the
C5 tagset. Our training and test data sets were
disjoint subsets of the BNC, randomly selected
from the written language section; they contained
5;585;192 and 594;988 words, respectively (ex-
cept in a later experiment described in Section 5.6
below).

4.2 Method

We developed a generictestbenchto perform var-
ious experiments with different word-completion
algorithms in varying conditions. The testbench
contains three major components: asimulated
userthat “types” in the test text; acompletion pro-
gram that can employ any of the completion algo-
rithms to suggest words to the simulated user; and
a set oflanguage models, derived from the training
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Figure 2: Architecture of the word-completion
testbench used in the experiments.

corpus, for the algorithms to draw on. The archi-
tecture of the testbench is shown in Figure 2.

The simulated user is a “perfect” user who al-
ways chooses the desired word when it is avail-
able in the suggestion list. (For real users, this
is not always the case, especially for people with
cognitive disabilities or when the suggestion list
is long.) The completion program permits any
completion algorithm to be plugged in for evalua-
tion. Then-gram language models, both for words
and part-of-speech tags, were generated with the
CMU–Cambridge Statistical Language Modeling
Toolkit (Clarkson and Rosenfeld, 1997). Word-
given-tag probabilities,P(wj t), were collected by
a Perl program written for the purpose.

4.3 Experimental conditions

In addition to the word-completion algorithms
themselves, the parameters that we varied in our
experiments were the following:

Coefficient α: α is the coefficient of the Linear
Combination algorithm that ranges from 0 to 1,
giving more weight to either factor of the proba-
bility estimation. We tried all values from 0 to 1 in
0:1 increments.

Repetition of suggestions in consecutive com-
pletions: If we assume that the user is (close to)
perfect, we may avoid repeating suggestions that
have previously not been accepted by the user for a
particular prefix. We hypothesized that if we avoid
suggesting already-unaccepted words, the likeli-

hood of having the intended word among the new
suggestions will be higher. Thus, we compared the
results in both conditions: avoiding repetition, or
not doing so.

Maximum number of suggestions (n): It is
clear that the higher the number of words in the
suggestion list, the greater the chance of having
the intended word among the suggestions. But,
larger values forn impose a cognitive load on the
user as they make the search time for the desired
word longer, and it is more likely that the user will
overlook the word they are looking for. Different
users of word-completion utilities may prefer dif-
ferent values for this parameter, according to their
level and type of disabilities. We selected the val-
ues 1, 5, and 10 forn to measure how this param-
eter affects the performance.

4.4 Performance measures

Hit rate (HR): The percentage of times that the
intended word appears in the suggestion list. A
higher hit rate implies a better performance.

Keystroke savings (KS): The percentage of
keystrokes that the user saves by using the word-
completion utility. A higher value for keystroke
savings implies a better performance.

Keystrokes until completion (KuC): The aver-
age number of keystrokes that the user enters for
each word, before it appears in the suggestion list.
The lower the value of this measure, the better the
algorithm.

Accuracy (Acc): The percentage of words that
have been successfully completed by the program
before the user reached the end of the word. A
good completion program is one that successfully
completes words in the early stages of typing.

5 Results

5.1 Comparison of the algorithms

The completion algorithms are compared when
n = 5 and the suggestions are allowed to be re-
peated in consecutive completions. The results are
presented in Table 1. The value ofα in the Linear
Combination algorithm is 0.6 (see Section 5.2.)

The Linear Combination algorithm has the best
values for all the performance measures. A paired



Algorithm %HR %KS KuC %Acc
Unigram 30.77 45.06 2.02 89.03
WordQ 34.04 49.88 1.76 89.43
Bigram 35.25 51.08 1.69 90.75
Tags+Words 35.26 51.08 1.69 90.78
Linear (α = :6) 36.23 51.98 1.64 91.80

Table 1: Performance measures for the algorithms
whenn= 5 and suggestions may be repeated.
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Figure 3: Keystroke savings of the Linear Com-
bination algorithm for different values ofα when
n= 5 and suggestions may be repeated.

ANOVA test and a Tukey-Kramer post test, with
confidence interval set to 95%, on the values of
keystroke savings for all five algorithms showed
that performance of the Linear Combination algo-
rithm is better than that of the other algorithms
and the difference is statistically significant (p <

0:001). It also showed that differences among
keystroke savings for Unigram, WordQ, Bigram,
and Linear algorithms are statistically significant
(p < 0:001), but that between Bigram and Tags-
and-Words is not (p > 0:05). But two different
completion algorithms may have a similar perfor-
mance according to our measures and yet differ
in the situations in which each succeeds or fails.
Thus, a more-detailed analysis of the results of
these two algorithms will be given in Section 5.7.

5.2 Effect of coefficientα
An experiment with the Linear Combination algo-
rithm was conducted to investigate the impact on
performance of changing the value ofα. Figure 3
shows the change in keystroke savings asα ranges
from 0 to 1.

Suggestion %HR %KS KuC
list size
n= 1 21.30 34.40 2.61
n= 5 35.26 51.08 1.69
n= 10 39.69 55.90 1.43

Table 2: Effect of maximum suggestion list size
on performance of the Tags-and-Words algorithm
when suggestions may be repeated.

According to the experiments, the best value for
α is 0:6, giving somewhat more weight to wordn-
grams than to tags. Thus, we setα to 0:6 in every
other experiment with the Linear Combination al-
gorithm. Assigning a constant value toα may not
be the best approach. For some words, the PoS tag
information may help more than others and thus
the best approach might be to defineα as a func-
tion of the word and tagn-gram probability distri-
butions. Discussion of this approach is not within
the scope of this work.

5.3 Effect of suggestion list size

We investigated the effect on performance of
changing the maximum suggestion list sizen. Ta-
ble 2 shows the results forn= 1, 5, and 10 for the
Tags-and-Words algorithm.

The results show that the algorithm gives more
appropriate suggestions as the number of words in
the suggestion list increases, resulting in higher
hit rate and keystroke savings and fewer num-
ber of keystrokes needed before completion. The
best value for this parameter in real-world word-
completion utilities depends on the type and level
of the users’ disabilities. If the users have learning
or cognitive disabilities, suggesting fewer num-
ber of words decreases the cognitive load imposed
by the system. For users with physical disabili-
ties, saving physical effort,i.e., saving as many
keystrokes as possible, is usually most important
and hence suggesting more words (e.g., n= 10) is
desirable.

5.4 Effect of repeating previously suggested
words

We hypothesized that if previously suggested
words are not repeated, the likelihood of suggest-
ing the appropriate word will increase. Thus, we



Repeat? %HR %KS KuC
Yes 35.26 51.08 1.69
No 36.19 52.44 1.62

Table 3: Effect of prohibiting repeated suggestions
on performance of the Tags-and-Words algorithm
whenn= 5.

Tagset %HR %KS KuC
C5 35.26 51.08 1.69
Coarse 34.87 50.77 1.71

Table 4: Results for Tags-and-Words algorithm
with fine- and coarse-grained tagsets;n = 5 and
suggestions may be repeated.

conducted an experiment to observe the change
in performance if the previously suggested words
that have been rejected by the user are not sug-
gested for the same position. For this experiment
we used the Tags-and-Words algorithm. Results
are shown in Table 3. Although the performance
increase is small, the ANOVA test shows that the
difference is statistically significant (p< :0001).

5.5 A coarse-grained tagset

We hypothesized that using a coarser-grained
tagset than the one used to tag the BNC (C5 with
61 tags) might improve the performance. It is be-
cause some distinctions made by C5 tags might be
too fine-grained to help suggest syntactically ap-
propriate words. Thus we designed a new tagset
of 28 tags that conflates many of the finer-grained
distinctions in C5. For example, in the new tagset,
there is no distinction among various inflected
forms of the verbbe.

We retagged the training and test data with the
coarse-grained tagset, and compared the results of
the Tags-and-Words algorithm on this data with
those on the original data. Hit rate, keystroke sav-
ings, and keystrokes until completion for both con-
ditions are presented in Table 4. In both experi-
ments,n= 5 and suggestions may be repeated.

The results show that using the coarser-grained
tagset causes a small decrease in performance.
However, according to the results of ANOVA test,
the difference is not statistically significant (p >

0:05). The reason for the decrease might be an in-
appropriate selection of tags in which some of the

Algorithm Training %HR %KS KuC
data

Bigram 5.6 M 35.25 51.08 1.69
81 M 37.43 52.90 1.55

Tags+words 5.6 M 35.26 51.08 1.69
81 M 37.49 53.30 1.53

Table 5: Effect of training-data size on perfor-
mance.

fine distinctions among syntactic categories that
are necessary for the task of word completion are
not considered in the new coarse-grained tagset.

5.6 A larger training-data set

To investigate the effect of training-data size on
the performance of the Bigram and Tags-and-
Words algorithms, we trained them on a 14.5-
times larger subset of the BNC, around 81 million
words (instead of around 5.6 million words), and
tested them on a one-million-word subset of the
same corpus (instead of around 600,000 words).
The results are shown and compared with those of
the previous experiments in Table 5. There is only
a small improvement in the performance when the
larger training-data set is used.

5.7 Comparison of errors

It is possible that two different algorithms could
have a similar performance by our measures and
yet differ in the situations in which each succeeds
or fails. We analyzed our results to see if this was
the case.

A comparison of the Bigram and Tags-and-
Words algorithms is presented in Table 6. In the
table, each entryai j (the entry in rowi and col-
umn j) shows the number of words that were
correctly suggested afteri keystrokes by the Bi-
gram algorithm and afterj keystrokes by Tags-
and-Words. In particular, entries on the diagonal
show the number of occasions in which the be-
havior of the algorithms was identical. For ex-
ample, 198,359 tokens were correctly completed
after one keystroke by both algorithms, whereas
505 tokens were completed by Tags-and-Words
after one keystroke but by Bigram only after two
keystrokes.



0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
0 206709 395 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 463 198359 486 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 505 89581 401 19 2 0 0 7 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 34 415 81793 385 32 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 34 358 44056 157 16 4 7 0 1 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 25 129 16598 69 10 2 0 1 1 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 9 20 42 8263 11 0 2 2 1 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 12 22 12 5201 10 2 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 3 0 1 6 6 13 3893 6 0 1 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 2 2 2964 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2153 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 1928 0 0 0
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1271 0 0
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 969 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 568

Table 6: Comparison of the performance of the Bigram and Tags-and-Words algorithms. The entry in
row i and columnj shows the number of words that were correctly suggested afteri keystrokes by the
Bigram algorithm and afterj keystrokes by Tags-and-Words.

As can be seen in the table, the behavior of the
algorithms was almost always identical. Out of
668,490 trials, they correctly completed the word
after the same number of keystrokes 664,306 times
(99.37%). On those occasions on which the algo-
rithms differ, the difference was rarely more than
one keystroke, and the algorithms were almost
equally divided as to which did better: The Bigram
algorithm was better by one keystroke on 1,920
(0.29%) trials and by more than one keystroke on
129 (0.02%) trials; the Tags-and-Words algorithm
was better by one keystroke on 1,955 (0.29%)
trials and by more than one keystroke on 180
(0.03%) trials.

6 Conclusion

We have presented and tested two algorithms that
use part-of-speech information to improve the syn-
tactic appropriateness of the suggestions in word
completion. It should be noted that nothing in the
algorithms relies on the particular keyboard used;
reduced keyboards, such as T9 (Kushler, 1998) or
Kühn and Garbe’s (2001) six-key set-up, will of
course give greater ambiguity in the input, but our
algorithms may still be applied.

We found that the keystroke savings of the Lin-
ear Combination algorithm was significantly bet-
ter than the baseline algorithms, which used only
word n-grams, and the other syntactic algorithm,
Tags-and-Words. Nonetheless, the improvement,
while statistically significant, was not large, and
might not be considered worth the considerable
extra cost that it requires. For example, the Bigram

algorithm was about 6:5 times faster than the Lin-
ear Combination algorithm on our test data. It is
important, after all, that word-completion appear
instantaneous to the user.

The relatively small improvement is possi-
bly because word-bigram probabilities implic-
itly capture tag-bigram probabilities to a con-
siderable extent as well. Thus, there might
be a high overlap between the information that
is used by the word-based and the tag-based
models. This result is consistent with that of
Garay-Vitoria and Gonzalez-Abascal (1997), who
found that the use of probabilistic grammar rules
in word completion gave only small improve-
ments (which they did not test for statistical sig-
nificance.) The result is also consistent with that
of Banko and Brill (2001), who showed that in
confusion-set disambiguation, having a very large
training corpus is more efficacious than having a
smarter and stronger classifier.

Conditional independence assumptions Both
syntactic algorithms make independence as-
sumptions in order to calculate the probability
P(wi jwi�1; ti�1; ti�2) using separaten-gram mod-
els of words and PoS tags. For example, in esti-
mating the above probability, it is assumed thatti
andwi�1 are conditionally independent given the
tag of the previous word,ti�1. Although this is
a reasonable assumption to make, it is not clear
how it may affect the results. Without making this
independence assumption, it would have been nec-
essary to calculate the probabilitiesP(ti jwi�1) and
P(wi�1 jwi ; ti) directly from the corpus.



Therefore, employing hybridn-gram models for
words and tags might result in more accurate syn-
tactic algorithms. For example, an algorithm could
estimate the joint probability of having a wordwi

and its part-of-speech tagti in the current posi-
tion, given the previous words and their associated
part-of-speech tags,P(wi; ti jwi�1; ti�1;wi�2; ti�2),
directly from the corpus as a hybridn-gram model.

Errors from the CLAWS tagger Inaccuracy in
tagging might also be a factor. The BNC’s tag-
ging has a 3–4% error rate, and many “ambigu-
ous” tags. This means that although tags add a
new source of information to the completion algo-
rithm, more uncertainty is introduced as well.

Future work So far, we have carried out only
performance measures on our algorithms, and
more evaluation remains to be undertaken in or-
der to better understand their abilities and limi-
tations. For example, we have not yet assessed
the improvement (if any) in syntactic correctness
of suggestions that our algorithms actually afford,
nor have we conducted any user studies. In the
next phase of the work, we will add criteria for se-
mantic coherence to the algorithms, adapting mea-
sures of semantic similarity (Budanitsky, 1999) to
the task.
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